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1. Introduction 

1.1 Powerful SR-IMS research tool for imaging in complex feed systems 
Advanced ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-radiation Fourier transform infrared 
micorspectroscopy (SR-IMS) has been developed as a bioanalytically probing technique to 
study biomaterials at cellular and molecular levels within intact tissue (1-3).  This technique, 
taking advantage of bright synchrotron light which is millions time brighter than sunlight, is 
able to provide four kind of information simultaneously: tissue chemistry, tissue 
composition, tissue environment and tissue structure (4, 5).   
Compared with conventional chemical analysis in the lab, this technique can link chemical 
information to structure information without destruction of original structure information. 
No harsh chemicals are involved. The use of harsh chemicals and derivatization can result in 
altering the native structures and possibly generating artifacts in complex plant system (5). 

1.2 Objective  
The objective of this study was to use the advanced ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron 
radiation-based infrared microspectroscopy (SR-IMS) as a non-invasive and non-destructive 
tool to study microstructural features of the embryo (germ) in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor 
L.) seeds within cellular dimension within intact embryo tissue. 

2. Materials ahd methods 

2.1 Seed embryo tissue preparation and synchrotron FTIR window 
Sorghum seed (feed-type), obtained from Dr. Liu Dasen (Northeast Agriculture University, 
China), were cut into thin cross sections (6 μm thick) using a microtome at The Western 
College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Saskatchewan and then  transferred to BaF2 
windows (size: 13×1 mm disk; Spectral Systems, NY) for transmission mode synchrotron 
FTIR microspectroscopic work.  

2.2 Synchrotron light source and synchrotron-based IR  microspectroscopy 
The experiment was carried out on U2B beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source 
located in Brookhaven National Laboratory (NSLS-BNL, U.S. Department of Energy, New 
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York). The beamline was equipped with a FTIR spectrometer (Nicolet Magna 860) with KBr 
beamsplitter and a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT-A) detector coupled with an infrared 
microscope (Nic-PlanTM, Nicolet Instruments, Madison, WI). The bench was configured to use 
collimated synchrotron light (beam energy 800 MeV) through an external input of the 
spectrometer. The modulated light was passed through the Nic-PlanTM IR microscope to 
perform reflection microscopy. The infrared spectra were collected in the mid-IR range 4000-
800 cm-1 at a resolution of 4 cm-1 with 64 scans co-added and an aperture setting of ca. 10 μm 
×10 μm. This size was within cellular dimension and was the best for getting good signal to 
noise ratio spectrum mapping in complex plant system. To minimize IR absorption by CO2 
and water vapour in ambient air, the optics were purged using dry N2. A background 
spectroscopic image file was collected from an area free of sample. The mapping steps were 
equal to aperture size. Stage control, data collection and processing were performed using 
OMNIC 7.2 (Thermo-Nicolet, Madison, Wisconsin). Scanned visible images were obtained 
using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera linked to the infrared images (objective × 32) (6). 

2.3 Molecular spectral data analysis and imaging of molecular chemistry  
The spectral data of the tissues were collected and analyzed after the correction of the 
background spectrum using OMNIC software 7.2 (Thermo-Nicolet, Madison, Wisconsin). 
The data can be displayed as either as a series of spectroscopic images collected at 
individual wavelength, or as a collection of infrared spectra obtained at each pixel position 
in the image. 
Molecular chemistry of functional groups was imaged under the peaks at ca. 1650, 1628, 1550, 
1067, 1186-950, 2956, and 2920 cm-1 using the OMNIC software 7.2 (Thermo-Nicolet, Madison, 
Wisconsin). The functional groups peak assignments were from publications (7-14).  
Peak ratio images of molecular functional groups, representing the distribution and 
intensity of the functional group in the tissue, were obtained by dividing the area under one 
molecular functional group band (eg. amide I ca. 1650 cm-1) by the area under another 
molecular functional group band (eg. CHO 1067 cm-1) at each pixel (pixel size 10×10 µm) (6). 
The false color maps were used (colors representing band intensities), which were derived 
from the area under particular spectral features 

3. Results and discussion  

3.1 Spectral characteristics and photomicrograph of the embryo tissues in sorghum 
saeed  

Figure 1 illustrates the inherent structure of embryo tissue in sorghum seeds (6 µm-thickness 
cross-section). Whole seed tissue includes pericarp, aleurone cell layer, subendosperm, 
endosperm and embryo (germ) regions which is typical for the cereal grain seeds (4). The 
figure is embryo region. It is a very unique from visible image. However, the detailed 
chemistry of embryo tissue in its original form in sorghum seed is not fully understood due 
to limited analytical technique available before available synchrotron-based technique (2). 
The photomicrographs of the tissue are not informative with respect to molecular chemical 
features of the inherent structures at spatial resolution (6). We need an advanced analytical 
technique which can be used for us to “see” complex chemical information in its original 
tissue. The synchrotron based technique (SR-IMS) could be used to image molecular 
chemistry in complex plant system (4, 6). This technique enables to collect the spectral data 
at the diffraction limit or a few microns without destruction of inherent tissue structure 
(1,3,4), which is not possible to use previous techniques.   
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Fig. 1. Photomicrograph of cross-section of the enlarged embryo (germ) tissue in whole 
sorghum seeds (6 µm) showing the intrinsic visible structure of sorghum germ. 

Figure 2 presents a typical spectrum (pixel size: 10×10 μm) from the sorghum embryo tissue, 
showing broad N-H and O-H stretching band at ca. 3270 cm-1, CH2 and CH3 anti-symmetric 
and symmetric stretching bands at the region of ca. 2990-2780 cm-1, amide I and II bands at 
ca. 1650 cm-1 and 1550 cm-1, respectively and cellulosic compound bands region of ca. 1200-
800 cm-1, using ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-based FTIR microspectroscopy. From 
these functional groups bands, we can see the embryo tissue has complex plant system.  
 

 

Fig. 2. Typical spectrum of sorghum germ tissue within cellular and sub-cellular dimensions 
showing broad N-H and O-H stretching band at ca. 3270 cm-1, CH2 and CH3 anti-symmetric 
and symmetric stretching bands at the region of ca. 2990-2780 cm-1, amide I and II bands at 
ca. 1650 cm-1 and 1550 cm-1, respectively and cellulosic compound bands region of ca. 1200-
800 cm-1, using ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-based FTIR microspectroscopy at 
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Lab (U.S. Dept of Energy, NY). 
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Figure 3 shows the molecular spectra of sorghum seed germ tissues randomly selected from 
the corresponding area from the visible image (spectra corresponding to the pixel at the 
cross-hair in the visible image). From the figure, it is clear to show that the embryo (germ) 
tissue contained extremely high CH3 anti-symmetric, CH2 anti-symmetric, CH3 symmetric 
and CH2 symmetric stretching bands (1,3,4). These bands are highly associated mainly with 
lipid and minor with protein (15). The embryo tissue also contains high amide I and amide 
II bands (2,8,9), indicated high protein composition in the embryo. From the pixel spectra 
pattern, it was found that sorghum embryo contains relatively high protein beta-sheet (ca. 
1628 cm-1). It also contains low cellulosic compounds in the tissue. The results also show that 
that similar morphological part - embryo (germ) exhibits similar spectral characteristics but 
different spectral intensities. 
 

 

 

Pixel 1 in sorghum germ tissue 

 

Spectra corresponding to the pixel 1 at the cross-hair in the visible image 
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Pixel 2 in sorghum germ tissue 

 

 

 

 

Spectra corresponding to the pixel 2 at the cross-hair in the visible image 
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Pixel 3 in sorghum germ tissue 

 

 

 

 

 

Spectra corresponding to the pixel 3 at the cross-hair in the visible image 
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Pixel 4 in sorghum germ tissue 

 

 

 

 

Spectra corresponding to the pixel 4 at the cross-hair in the visible image 
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Pixel 5 in sorghum germ tissue 

 

 

Spectra corresponding to the pixel 5 at the cross-hair in the visible image 

Fig. 3. Molecular spectra (pixel size 10 ×10 µm) of sorghum seed germ tissues randomly 
selected from corresponding area from the visible images, showing that similar 
morphological parts exhibit similar spectral characteristics but different spectral intensities, 
ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-based FTIR microspectroscopy at National Synchrotron 
Light Source, Brookhaven National Lab (U.S. Dept of Energy, NY) 
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3.2 Detect the microstructural features through molecular chemistry mapping of 
functional groups 
The big advantage of the synchrotron-based technique-SR-IMS is able to image the tissue 
chemistry at an ultra-spatial resolution. It can reach diffraction limit (a few microns) without 
damage of the original tissue structure. Electric microscopy (EM) can only give us a visible 
image, not chemical image. We cannot get any chemical sense from EM technique. Figure 4 
represents color maps of functional groups of sorghum embryo tissue and each single pixel 

size was 10×10 µm. The Figure 4 shows visible, chemical and three-D images in false-color 
representation of chemical component intensities, and spectra at various pixels in the 
embryo tissue. The results clearly show that with the SR-IMS, the distribution, intensity and 
relative concentration of the chemical functional groups associated with the inherent 
structure could be imaged. The images were taken from the region of the visible image 
outlined by the rectangle area. The molecular functional groups were imaged under either 
functional group infrared peak height or area, such as amide I intensity image (ca. 1650 cm-1) 
in Figure 4(a), cellulosic compounds  (ca. 1420-1330 cm-1) intensity image in Figure 4(b), total 
carbohydrate image (ca. 1185-950 cm-1) in Figure 4(d), protein beta-sheet   structure image 
(ca. 1628 cm-1) in Figure 4(d), CH stretching bands (ca. 2800-3000 cm-1) image (CH3 and CH2 

groups of the acyl chains) in Figure 4(e), as well as CH3 (ca. 2956 cm-1)  and CH2 anti-
symmetric stretching bands (ca. 2920 cm-1)  in Figure 4 (f,g). 
 
 

 

 

Visible image of selected germ area in sorghum seeds 
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(a) 
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ca. 1650 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity) 
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ca. 1650 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(b) 
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ca. 1420-1330 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity) 
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ca. 1420-1330 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(c) 
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ca. 1185-950 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity) 
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ca. 1185-950 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(d) 
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ca. 1628 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity) 
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ca. 1628 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(e) 
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CH3, CH2 (peak center 2960, 2929, 2877, 2848 cm-1) (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical 
intensity) 
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CH3, CH2 (peak center 2960, 2929, 2877, 2848 cm-1) (3D  image) 
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(f) 
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ca, 2956 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity)  
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ca, 2956 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(g) 
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ca, 2920 cm-1 (Chemical image; Ruler showing chemical intensity) 
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3D  image at ca, 2920 cm-1 (3D  image) 

Fig. 4. Visible and molecular chemical images of the germ tissue in sorghum seed (pixel size 
10 ×10 µm) using ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-radiation based infrared 
microspectroscopy at National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Lab (U.S. 
Dept of Energy, NY): (a) area under ca. 1650 cm-1 peak (amide I); (b) area under ca. 1380 cm-1 
peak (region: 1420-1330) cm-1 region (cellulosic compounds); (c) area under 1080 cm-1 peak 
(CHO); (d) area under ca. 1628 cm-1 peak (protein 2nd structure beta-sheet); (e) area under 
CH region cm-1; (e) area under 2956 cm-1 peak (CH3 anti-symmetric stretching band); (g) 
area under 2956 cm-1 peak (CH2 anti-symmetric stretching band). 
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3.3 Molecular chemistry mapping of functional groups ratio 
Not only each molecular functional group in biopolymers could be imaged with the 

synchrotron SR-IMS, but also molecular functional group ratios. Figure 5 shows the visible 

(a) and molecular chemical functional group ratio images of the embryo (germ) tissue in 

sorghum seed (pixel size 10 ×10 µm): (b) peak area ratio images of amide I (ca. 1650 cm-1) to 

total carbohydrate (ca. 1185-950 cm-1) region; (c) peak area ratio images of protein 2nd 

structure ┙ helix (1657 cm-1) to ┚ sheet (1628 cm-1) ratio; (d)  peak area ratio of amide I (ca. 

1650 cm-1 to CHO (1067 cm-1) using ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-based FTIR 

microspectroscopy. The amide I band arises predominantly from the C=O stretching 

vibration of the amide C=O group. The frequency of the amide I band is particularly 

sensitive to protein secondary structure (5, 7, 14) and can be used to predict protein 

secondary structure. The amide II (predominantly an N-H bending vibration coupled to C-

N stretching) is also used to assess protein conformation. However, as it arises from 

complex vibrations involving multiple functional groups, it is less useful for protein 

structure prediction than the amide I (2,8,9). No any publication has been found to map the 

embryo tissue in the literature. This is the first time to use the synchrotron (SR-IMS) as a 

novel tool to “see” embryo tissue in a chemical sense. 

 
(a)  

 

 

Visible image of selected germ area in sorghum seeds 
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(b) 
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Peak area ratio at ca. 1650 / 1185-950 cm-1  (Chemical image) 
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Peak area ratio at ca. 1650 / 1185-950 cm-1  (3D  image) 
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(c) 
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Peak height ratio ca. 1657/1628 cm-1 (Chemical image) 
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Peak height ratio ca. 1657/1628 cm-1 (3D  image) 
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(d) 
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Peak area ratio ca. 1650/1067 cm-1 (Chemical image) 
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Peak area ratio ca. 1650/1067 cm-1 (3D  image) 

Fig. 5. Visible (a) and molecular chemical functional group ratio images of the germ tissue in 
sorghum seed (pixel size 10 ×10 µm): (b) Peak area ratio images of amide I (1650 cm-1) to 
carbohydrate (1185-950 cm-1) region; (c) Peak area ratio images of protein 2nd structure ┙ 
helix (1657 cm-1) to ┚ sheet (1628 cm-1) ratio; (d)  Peak area ratio of amide I to 1067 cm-1, 
using ultra-spatially resolved synchrotron-based FTIR microspectroscopy at National 
Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Lab (U.S. Dept of Eenergy, NY). 
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4. Conclusions and implications 

In conclusion, with the synchrotron SR-IMS, the molecular chemistry within intact embryo 
(germ) tissue could be imaged within cellular dimensions. The intensity and distribution of 
the various chemical functional groups of CH3 (ca. 2956 cm-1) and CH2 antisymmetric 
stretching bands (ca. 2920 cm-1), amide I (ca. 1650 cm-1), amide II (ca. 1550 cm-1), protein 
secondary structures (ca. 1657, 1628 cm-1), cellulosic compounds (ca. 1420-1330 cm-1),  and 
carbohydrate compounds (1185-950 cm-1) as well as the functional group ratio could be 
chemically mapped. To my knowledge, this is the first time that the embryo (germ) tissue 
could be “seen” in a chemical sense without destruction of inherent structure at cellular 
dimensions with the synchrotron-based analytical technique (SR-IMS)    
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